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A q-analogue to a partition theorem for finite hypergraphs of NeSetiil and R6dl 
[J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 22 (1977), 289-312 and 34 (1983), 183-2011 is proven. 
This generalizes the vector space Ramsey theorem of Graham, Leeb, and 
Rothschild [Advan. in Math. 8 (1972), 4174331. :i3! 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A hypergruph H is a pair (n, r), where n = {O,..., n - 1) is a nonnegative 
integer and r: s(n) + (0, 1) is a mapping from the power-set of n into 
2 = { 0, 1 }. For convenience let T(K) = 0, whenever (K( < 1. The intended 
interpretation is that {O,..., II - 1 } is the set of vertices of H and a subset of 
n with r-value 1 is an edge of H. 
A hypergraph G’ = (M, 0’) is a subhypergraph of H if Mc {O,..., n - 1 } 
and 0’ = r r B(M). Thus subhypergraphs are considered in the strong 
(induced) sense. The subhypergraph G’ of H is isomorphic to the 
hypergraph G = (m, 0) if there exists a bijection b: m + M satisfying 
O(K) = @‘(b(K)) for every KEY(~). Let HYP(g) denote the set of sub- 
hypergraphs of H which are isomorphic to G. A hypergraph G = (m, 0) is 
complete if 8(K) = Q(K), whenever (KI = IR’J. Note, that in this sense the 
empty hypergraph, i.e., the hypergraph without edges, is also complete. 
To generalize the celebrated theorem of Ramsey [19] to more complex 
structures than finite sets, much work has been done in studying partition 
properties of graphs and hypergraphs. Contributors were, e.g., Folkman 
[7], Deuber [2, 31, Erdos-Hajnal-Posa [6], Rod1 [20], NeSetiil-Rodl, 
see, e.g., [14], and others. A culminating point in this branch of Ramsey 
theory is the following partition theorem for finite hypergraphs due to 
NeSetiil and Rodl: 
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(PART) for every hypergraph G there exists a hypergraph F such that 
for every partition A: HYP( c) -+ { 0, 1 } of the K-subhypergraphs of F in two 
classes there exists a G-subhypergraph G* E HYP(,F) of F satisfying: 
A r G* = const., i.e., all K-subhypergraphs of G* are in the same class. 
Then K has the property (PART) if and only if K is complete. 
The positive part of this theorem, i.e., the fact that K has the property 
(PART), whenever K is complete, was independently proven by Abramson 
and Harrington [l], who applied this result to model theory. 
Let q be a prime power and let GF(q) be the Galois-field with q- 
elements. Then let L,(i) denote the set of m-dimensional linear subspaces 
of the n-dimensional vector space GF(q)“. 
A q-hypergraph H, is a pair (n, r), where n is a nonnegative integer and 
r is a mapping which associates to every subspace of GF(q)” either the 
value 0 or the value 1. Thus the q-hypergraph can be visualized as a system 
of subspaces of GF(q)“. The vertices are the projective points. Again, sub- 
objects are induced ones, i.e., the q-hypergraph Cl = (M, 0’) is a sub- 
hypergraph of H, if ME L,,(z) and O(K) = O’(K) for every subspace K of 
M. Cl is isomorphic to G, = (m, 0) if there exists an isomorphism 
i: GF(q)” + M satisfying O(K) = @‘(i(K)) for every Krz vi<,,, L&‘J’). Let 
HYP,(z;) denote the set of q-subhypergraphs of H, which are isomorphic 
to G,. The q-hypergraph H, is complete if T(K) = QK’), whenever 
dim K= dim K’. 
The pendant to Ramsey’s theorem for q- hypergraphs is the famous par- 
tition theorem for finite vector spaces of Graham, Leeb, and Rothschild 
[8]. The theorem states that for every k and m there exists n such that for 
every partition d: L,(i) + {O, I) of the k-subspaces of GF(q)” in two 
classes there exists and m-subspace ME L,(i) of GF(q)” such that all k- 
subspaces of M are in the same class. 
This can be viewed as a geometric analogue to Ramsey’s theorem; cf. 
[9]. The original proof uses heavily categorical tools. Simplified proofs 
were given by Spencer [22] and Deuber-Voigt [5]. 
For further information on Ramsey theory see [ 111. 
The main purpose of this paper is to characterize the partition properties 
of, in this sense, geometric hypergraphs. In particular we generalize the vec- 
tor space theorem in the same way as the partition theorem for 
hypergraphs extends Ramsey’s theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let K, be a q-hypergraph and (PART q) be the property 
(PART q) for every q-hypergraph G, there exists a q-hypergraph F, 
such that for every partition A: HYP,( 2) -+ (0, 1) of the K,-subhypergraphs 
of F, in two classes there exists a G,-subhypergraph G,* E HYP,(k) of F, 
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satisfying A r G,* = con%, i.e., all K,-subhypergraphs of G: are in the same 
class. 
Then K, has the property (PART q) if and only if K, is complete. 
This theorem answers a question suggested by Rothschild [21] and 
NeSetfil-Rod1 [ 141. 
In fact, we prove a slightly stronger partition theorem allowing q- 
hypergraphs with different kinds of edges. Also, an analogous result is 
obtained for hypergraphs defined on afftne spaces instead of projective 
spaces. 
We should mention that in [ 181 a partition theorem for hypergraphs 
defined on combinatorial cubes (parameter-sets) is proven (cf. Sect. 5) 
generalizing the Graham-Rothschild theorem for n-parameter sets [lo]. 
Although the proof of Theorem 1.2 relies heavily on the O-dimensional case 
of the Graham-Rothschild theorem (i.e., on Hales-Jewett’s theorem [12]) 
the induced generalizations of these theorems seem not to be useful in 
proving Theorem 1.2. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the abstract framework of 
(projective) q-hypergraphs and afline q-hypergraphs is given. Rigid projec- 
tive and afline q-hypergraphs are introduced, which turn out to be the 
main tool in characterizing the partition properties of q-hypergraphs. 
In fact, a partition theorem for rigid q-hypergraphs (Theorem 2.7) 
immediately implies that complete q-hypergraphs do have the property 
(PART q), cf. Corollary 2.8. Furthermore, it is shown, how a partition 
theorem for ordered hypergraphs [ 1, 15, 163 can easily be deduced from 
Theorem 2.7. 
In Section 3 the partition theorem for rigid projective and afftne q- 
hypergraphs is proven. In particular, this yields a new proof of the 
Graham-LeebRothschild theorem. 
Finally, in Section 4 it is shown that complete q-hypergraphs are the 
only ones which have the property (PART q). 
2. qt-HYPERcRAPHs AND THEIR REPRESENTATION 
Let q be an arbitrary prime power and GF(q) be the Galois-field of car- 
dinality q. We fix q throughout this paper. Let Ii denote the identity in 
GF(q) and let 0 be the zero element of GF(q). Assume that a basis of the 
vector space GF(q)” is given for every nonnegative integer m. 
Let m, n be nonnegative integers. Then let Lo(;) denote the set of all 
n x m matrices A = (a!$‘_::::$:‘, with entries from GF(q) and rank A = m. 
Furthermore let Li( ;) 2 ‘L”( ’ + n , ,) denote the subset of all those 
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(1 + n) x (1 + m)-matrices which satisfy additionally ui = II and c$’ = Co for 
every j= I,..., m - 1. 
As known from linear algebra every A E L”(E) describes an m-dimen- 
sional subspace of the n-dimensional vector space over GF(q), where the 
column vectors (aj)~=o,,.,,, _, form a basis of this subspace. Of course, every 
m-dimensional subspace of GF(q)” can be represented in this way but the 
representation is in general not unique. 
Every BE L’(z) describes a (1 +m)-dimensional subspace of GF(q)‘+” 
but only some of the (1 + m)-dimensional subspaces admit such a represen- 
tation. Let P be the hyperplane (i.e., afftne n-dimensional subspace) in 
GF(q)‘+” such that the projection of P to the first coordinate uses only the 
II of GF(q). Furthermore let S be an (1 + m)-dimensional subspace of 
GF(q)’ +n which admits a representation by a matrix form L’(z). Then, of 
course, Pn S is an m-dimensional afhne space. Fix P. Then every matrix of 
L’(i) describes an m-dimensional affine subspace of the vector space 
GF(q)” and, vice versa, every m-dimensional affrne subspace of GF(q)” can 
be represented in this way. 
Occasionally we will refer to a matrix A E L’(G), t E { 0, 1 }, as to the sub- 
space which is represented by A. Note that for every t E (0, 1 } and every 
pair A E L’(L), BE L’(T) of matrices the matrixproduct A . B is in L’(z). 
This product describes the relation of being a subspace of a subspace. 







be the set of all matrices which represent i-dimensional subspaces of the 
subspace given by A. Furthermore we put 
L’(A)= fi L’ 4 . 
i=O 0 
Let E” = (e$j:z::::;r t be the n x n matrix given by e$= 21 if i=j and ej= 0 
otherwise. We refer to E” as to the unit matrix of dimensiorr n. Finally let 
L’(n) = L’(E”). 
The main feature of projective (and afhne) hypergraphs is that the sub- 
spaces of a vector space bear an additional structure. This structure is given 
by an appropriate mapping. 
Let t E (0, 1 }. Matrices A, BE L’(G) are equivalent (denoted by A - B) 
provided that they represent the same subspace, i.e., there exists Q E L’(z) 
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such that A. Q = B. Then the additional structure on the subspaces of 
GF(q)” is given by a mapping acting on L’(n), which is constant on 
equivalence classes of -. This property will be indicated with an “-I’ on 
the mapping-arrow, i.e., l? L’(n) 2 y = {O,..., y - 1 } denotes a mapping 
which satisfies T(A) = f(B) whenever A - B. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let t E (0, 1 > and y be a positive integer. Then a qt- 
hypergruph of type y is a pair (n, r), where n is a nonnegative integer and 
I? L’(n) r y is a mapping which associates to every subspace a certain 
number: the edge-type of this space. 
The (1 - t)-dimensional subspaces, i.e., the projective points (resp. affine 
points) are the vertices of the qt-hypergraph. 
Thus a qO-hypergraph of type y is a projective hypergraph over GF(q) 
with y kinds of edges and a ql-hypergraph of type y is an aftine hypergraph 
over GF(q) with so much different edge-types. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let t E (0, 1 } and y be a positive integer. A qt- 
hypergraph (n, ZJ of type y is complete if r r L’(y) = const. for every 
i = 1 - t,..., n. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let t E (0, 1 }, y be a positive integer and (m, r), (n, I-) 
be qt-hypergraphs of type y. Let A E L’(z). Then (A, r r L’(A)) is an 
(m, r’)-subhypergruph of (n, ZJ iff P(B) = T(A . B) for every BE L’(m). 
Let 
i.e., the set of all matrices which represent (m, r’)-subhypergraphs of the qt- 
hypergraph (n, I’). 
Of course, A, A’ E H&+(,$) describe the same (m, r’)-subhypergraph if 
there exists Q E HL;(“,$.) satisfying A . Q = A’. Note that in case (m, r’) is 
complete, every Q E L’( ;) already satisfies Q E HL$ ;I$). Thus HLi( $) = 
L’(z). Since we are not interested in certain matrices but in subhypergraphs 
we consider only partitions of HL$,$, ) which are constant on different 
representations of the same subhypergraph. Again, we will indicate this by 
an “ - ” on the arrow, i.e., let A: HL$$.) r 6 denote that A(A) = A(B), 
whenever A, B describe the same subhypergraph. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM 2.5. Let t E (0, l}, y be a positive integer and (k, r) be a qt- 
hypergraph of type y. Furthermore let (PART qt) be the following property 
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(PART qt) for every positive integer 6 and every qt-hypergraph 
(m, f’) of type y there exists a qt-hypergraph (n, r*) of type y such that for 
every parition A: HL;(?z) 2 6 of the (k, r)-subhypergraphs of (n, r*) in 6 
many classes there exists an (m, F)-subhypergraph GE HL;($) of (n, r*) 
such that all (k, r)-subhypergraphs of G are in the same class, i.e., 
A(G.H)=A(G.H’)for every H,H’EHL~(‘$). 
Then the qt-hypergraph (k, r) has property (PART qt) ijjf (k, r) is complete. 
It would be interesting to know (cf. [4, p. 227 J) to what extend the case 
y = 2 is already general, i.e., does Theorem 2.5 for qt-hypergraphs of type 2 
easily imply the theorem for qr-hypergraphs of type y for some y > 2? 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 requires two main stages. In the first stage we 
will show that every complete qt-hypergraph (k, r) has the property 
(PART qt). To do so, we restrict the considerations to special (k, I‘)-sub- 
hypergraphs which will be called rigid subhypergraphs and shall prove a 
stronger partition theorem for them. 
Let t E (0, 1 }, y be a positive integer and (m, r’), (n, r) be qt- 
hypergraphs of type y. Let RHL$$ ) be the set of all those matrices 
A E HLt( ,$) which satisfy 
(rl) in every column of A the first nonzero entry is II, 
(r2) all other entries in a row belonging to a first entry of 21 are 0, 
(r3) the columns are ordered descendingly according to the first 
occurrences of 1. 
One easily observes that in case y = 1 the matrices of RL’(;) := RHL;(,$) 
(where r, r’ are uniquely determined) form a system of distinct represen- 
tatives with respect to the equivalence relation -, i.e., for every BE L’(g) 
there exists an unique A E RL’(;) such that A w B. The matrices of RL’(;) 
are called reduced column echelon forms. Note that matrix multiplication 
preserves these echelon form, i.e., if A E RL’(;) and BE RL’(T), then 
A . BE RL’(;). In general, however, not every subhypergraph A E HL{(,$) 
has a representation by a matrix in reduced column echelon form. But 
those which admit such a description also have nice partition properties. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let t E {O, 1 >, y be a positive integer and (m, F’), (n, r) 
be qt-hypergraphs of type y. Then a (m, r’)-subhypergraph of (n, r) which 
admits a representation by a matrix of RHL;(,$) is a rigid (m, f’)-sub- 
hypergraph of (n, r). 
Of course, if (m, r’) is a complete qt-hypergraph, then every (m, r)-sub- 
hypergraph of (n, r) is rigid. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let t E (0, 1 } and y be a positive integer. Then every 
qt-hypergraph (k, Z) of type y has the property: 
For every positive integer 6 and every qt-hypergraph (m, Z’) of type y there 
exists a qt-hypergraph (n, Z*) of type y such that for every partition 
A: RHL’(‘$) r 6 of the rigid (k, Z’)-subhypergraphs of (n, P) in 6 many 
classes there exists a rigid (m, r’)-subhypergraph GE RHL;(;f,:) of (n, P) 
such that all rigid (k, Z)-subhypergraphs of G are in the same class, i.e., 
A(G.H)=A(G.H’) for every H, H’ E RHL; 
Thus restricting to a smaller class of subhypergraphs we get a stronger 
partition result. The case t = 1, k = 0 is already proved in [4] for such 
affrne q-hypergraphs (m, rl) which satisfy r(H) #O only if HE RL’(;). 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 2.7 is that every complete 
qt-hypergraph has the property (PART qt) (cf. Theorem 2.5) viz. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let t E (0, l} and y be a positive integer. Furthermore 
let (k, Z) be a complete qt-hypergraph of type y. Then (k, Z) has the property 
(PART qt) for every positive integer 6 and every qt-hypergraph 
(m, r’) of type y there exists a qt-hypergraph (n, Z*) of type y such that for 
every partition A: HLb($) r8 of all (k, Z)-subhypergraphs of (n, Z*) in 6 
many classes there exists an (m, r’)-subhypergraph GE HL;(;f,:) of (n, P) 
such that all (k, ZJ-subhypergraphs of G are in the same class, i.e., 
A(G.H)=A(G.H’) for every H, H’E HLi(‘$‘). 
Proof of Corollary 2.8. Let 6 be a positive integer and (m, r’) be an 
arbitrary qt-hypergraph of type y. Then let the qt-hypergraph (n, Z) be 
according to Theorem 2.7 with respect to 6, (k, r) and (m, r’). 
Recall that RHL;($f;) G HL;(“jI;). Thus for every A: HL;(“if,*) % 6 there 
exists G E RHL;( 27) such that A(G.H)=A(G.H’) for every 
H, H’ E RHL;(“,;r,‘). Now let fi, I-i’ E HL;(‘$l). Since (k, r) is complete 
there exist I, Z’ E HL;(‘$) satisfying He Z, H’ . Z’ E RHL;(“,!g). Thus by 




Before proving Theorem 2.7 we will indicate how the partition theorem 
for rigid projective hypergraphs implies a partition theorem for ordered 
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hypergraphs, originally proved by Abramson, Harrington [l] and 
NeSetiil-Rod1 [ 15, 16 J. 
For a finite set M let 9(M) denote the power set of A4 and g(M)* = 
{KEY(M) 1 [ICI > 1 } the set of all subsets of cardinality at least 2 of M. 
Recall that an ordered hypergraph is a pair (n, r), where n is a nonnegative 
integer and I7 Y(n)* -+ y is a mapping which associates to every subset of 
cardinality at least 2 of n a certain edge-type. Note that n = {O,..., n - 1 > 
bears the usual order of nonnegative integers, i.e., i < j whenever 
{O,..., i- 1) c {O,..., j- 1). Let (,$) be the set of strictly monotonous map- 
pings from m to n, i.e., i <j implies G(i) < G(j) for every GE (;). Every 
GE (z) can be viewed as an m-subset of n. Let (m, rl), (n, r) be 
hypergraphs of type y, for some positive integer y, and let GE (L) be an m- 
subset of n. Then (G, rr 9(G)*) . IS an ordered (m, r)-subhypergraph of 
(n, r) if T(G * H) = r(H) for every HE (7) and every i= 2,..., m. Thereby 
“.” denotes the usual composition of mappings. Let 
T(G . H) = P(H) for every HE 
0 
y 
and every i = 2,..., m 
be the set of all ordered (m, P)-subhypergraphs of (n, I’). 
THEOREM 2.9 [l, 15, 161. Let y be a positive integer. Then every 
hypergraph (k, r) of type y has the property: 
For every positive integer 6 and every hypergraph (m, r’) of type y there 
exists a hypergraph (n, P) of type y such that for every partition 
A: OH,(zf,‘) + 6 of the ordered (k, r)-subhypergraphs of (n, P) in 6 many 
classes there exists an ordered (m, f’)-subhypergraph GE OH,($) of 
(n, P) such that all ordered (k, r)-subhypergraphs of G are in the same 
class, i.e., A(G. H) = A(G’ H’) for every H, H’ E OH,(?$‘). 
This theorem immediately implies that every complete hypergraph has 
the property PART (cf. Theorem 1.1) with respect to unordered sub- 
hypergraphs. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let (k, r), (m, r) be hypergraphs of type y and 
let 6 be a positive integer. Furthermore let ej(Z), j< 1 positive integers, 
denote the column vector of length I satisfying e;(Z) = II if i=j, e;(Z) = 8 
otherwise. Then define the qO-hypergraphs (k, O), (m, 0’) of type y by 
w4)=r({i,,..., i,-,I) if aj=ej,(k) for everyj=O ,..., I- 1, 
=o otherwise, 
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where aO,..., a,-, are the column vectors of A, and analogously 
Q’(B)=~({i, ,..., i,-,}) if bj = e,,(m) for every j = O,..., I- 1, 
=o otherwise. 
Let (IV, O*) be according to Theorem 2.7 with respect to (k, O), (m, S’), 
and 6. Then let n = qN- ’ - 1. Thus n equals to the number of projective 
points in GF(q)N, i.e., n = IRL’(y)J. A ssume GF(q) to be totally ordered by 
0 < f < *. . -C q - 1. Then the projective points in GF(q)N, i.e., the vectors 
in RL”( y), are ordered lexicographically. Let cp be an order-preserving 
bijection between n and &C.‘(y). 
If {P o,-.., Pi- I } is a set of projective points in GF(q)N then let 
(i POYV pI- ,} ) denote the subspace generated by the pi. Define 
I-*: p’(n)* -+ Y by ~*W)=Q*Kb(h) I hW9). 
The following connection between (N, Q*) and (n, r*) is of importance. 
Let A E RHL;( ?,c) with column vectors a,,..., ak - , . Let 
A = {q-‘(ak- 1),..., q-‘(a,)}. Then A^ E OH,($y). To see this let 
{ io,..., i,- 1 } c {O,..., k - 1 }. Then 
r( { io,..., L ,>I = Q(B), where bj = ei,(k) for every j = O,..., I- 1 
= Q*(A B) 
= Q*((a,,..., a,_, >) 
We claim that (n, r*) fulfills the assertion of Theorem 2.9. Thus let 
d: OH,(‘$) -+ 6. Then let A’: RHLt(2.c) + 6 be given by 
where a0 ,..., ak-, are the column vectors of A. 
By choice of (IV, @*) there exists GE RHLy(z,$) so that A’(G . H) = 
A’(G.H’) for every H, H’ERHL~(~~). Now let e= {(p-‘(g,,-r),..., 
cp-‘(go)>, where go,..., g, - 1 are the column vectors of G. Then 
(e, r* r P(e)*) E OH,($) is the desired hypergraph of type y. 1 
3. THE PARTITION PROPERTIES OF RIGID qt-HYPERGRAPHS 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.7. We begin with some 
definitions. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let k, n be positive integers and GE RL’(jl). Let e’(k), 
where 0 < j < k, be the row vector of length k satisfying e{(k) = II if i = j and 
e{(k) = 0 if i #j. Then let Z(G) be the initial part of G up to the first 




n 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
0 n o..........................o 
0 0 II . .o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . .. .._ . . 
‘..B : 
b ..*................,......, 0 n 
: 
- I(G) 
Thereby the shaded areas contain arbitrary elements of GF(q), the 
unshaded areas only zeros. 
Thus Z(G) is the smallest initial part of G which has already the same 
rank as G. Note that in case G ERL’(;) the initial part Z(G) is defined via 
RL’(;)sRLO(:;;). 
Recall that considering only rigid subhypergraphs there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between these subhypergraphs and the matrices in reduced 
column echelon form. Thus we can drop the N on the arrow if we partition 
echelon forms instead of rigid subhypergraphs. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let t E (0, 1 }, y, 6 be positive integers and (k, r), 
(m, Z’) be qt-hypergraphs of type y. Then a partition A: RZZL;(“,;$‘) --) 6 is 
good provided that d(H) = d(lj) for every pair ZZ, RE RHL;($‘) satisfying 
Z(H) = Z(R). 
We shall prove Theorem 2.7 in two steps. First, we show that there 
always exists a large qt-hypergraph so that for every partition there is a 
certain subhypergraph which is partitioned in a good way. Then in a 
second step we prove that Theorem 2.7 holds for such good partitions. 
To perform the first step we have to show 
Wh’41.3.8 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let t E (0, 1 }, y, 6 be positive integers and (k, r), (m, r’) be 
qt-hypergraphs of type y. Then there exists a qt-hypergraph (n, P) of type y 
such that for every partition A: RHLi(“‘f;) + 6 there exists G E RHL;(zf,:) 
satisfying A r G is good, i.e., A(G.H)=A(G.R) for eoery pair 
H, R E RHLt( ‘$‘) with Z(H) = Z(R). 
Before proving Lemma 3.3 we have to prepare some technical tools. Let 
m, n he nonnegative integers. Then let p(l) denote the set of all n x m 
matrices with entries from GF(q) and, analogously, let M’(z) s @( :z;) 
be the set of all (1 + n) x (1 + m) matrices A = (a;) which satisfy a8 = II and 
aj’ = Lo for every j = l,..., m - 1. Obviously we have for every t E (0, 11: 
Furthermore the following fact is valid: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G E RL’( ;) and HE fl( ;:r). Then 
Let k < 1 be integers. Then let [k, I]= {iEZ 1 k<i<l}. 
mg, A = ($1, and B E w(T), where B = (bj). Then 
DEFINITION 3.5. 
(3.5.1) Let AE 
let A 6 BEM”(~:~ ), A @ B = (c;), be given by 
cj = aj if iE[O,n-11, 
= bj-” if iE[n,n+m-11. 
We make the convention that the multiplication of matrices has a higher 
priority than the concatenation @, i.e., A. B 0 C= (A. B) @ C for 
appropriate A, B, and C. 
(3.5.2) Let AE M”(i), A = (a$) and BE M”(L), B = (bj). Then let 
(A 1 B) E A&;,), (A 1 B) = (cj) be defined by 
cj. = ai if Jo [IO, k - 11, 
=bl 
J--m 
if jE [k, k+m- 11. 
(3.5.3) Let AE~(:) with row vectors a’,..., a”- ’ and 
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k, ZE [0, n - 11. Then let A r [k, I] E @(l-k+ I) denote the submatrix of A 
consisting of the kth up to the Ith row of A, i.e., 
. 
Recall that E” denotes the unit matrix of dimension n. Furthermore let 
Co; E A#‘(;) denote the n x m matrix where all components are 0. 
If A E M’(z), then let W,(A) E M’(i 2,) be defined by W,(A) = 
A r [ 1, n]. Thus W, cuts away the first row of A E M’(i). Obviously W;’ is 
well defined. To handle the cases t = 1 and t = 0 simultaneously let 
W,( A ) = A for every A E M”( ;). 
Finally, let M”(n) be the set of all matrices with n rows, i.e., 
Furthermore let 
M’(n)= (,J M’ ; . 
iCn 0 
Let t E (0, 1 ), 9 be a positive integer and 0: M’(n) -+ 9 be a mapping. Then 
for some A E M’(c) let 0, : M’(m) -+ 9 be defined by O,(B) = @(A. B) for 
every BE M’(m). 
The key lemma needed for the proof of Lemma 3.3 is 
LEMMA 3.6. Let t E (0, 1 }, k, r, s be nonnegative integers and 6, 9 be 
positive integers. Furthermore let @: M’(k) + 9 and 0: M’(s) + 9 be map- 
pings. Then there exist a nonnegative integer n and a mapping @*I M’(n) + 9 
such that for every partition A: M’(F) + 6 there exists GE RL*(,,“+,) 
satisfying: 
(3.6.1) For every ie [0, s], every HEM’(~;~) and every KEM’(;) 
holds 
Q*(G. (H 6 W,(K)) = O(K). 
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(3.6.2) For every H, f7~M’(~i’) f or which there exists 1 E [0, r - l] 
satisfying: 
(cc) W,(H) r [Zk, (Z+ l)k- l] = F+‘,(R) r [l/k, (I+ l)k- l] 
= (Of 1 E”). 
(PI W,(H) I- CO, k- II= w,(R) r CO, k- 11 
and for every K, RE M’(i) satisfying 
(y) 0,=@R=@ 
the following equation is valid 
d(G. (H @ W,(K))) =d(G. (i7 & W(R))). 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. We prove Lemma 3.6 by induction on r. Choosing 
r = 0 condition (3.6.2) gets vacuous. Thus n = s, @* = 8 and G = ,Y+” 
satisfy the assertion of Lemma 3.6 for every partition A. 
Now we establish the lemma for t, k, r + 1, s, 9, 6 and the mappings @ 
and 0. For this purpose assume the validity of the statement for 
t, k, r, s, $,61”“‘(:)1, @ and 0, and let n,, 0’: M’(n,) + 9, respectively, be 
according to the inductive hypothesis. 
Let A, = { W,(H) 1 HE M’(z) satisfies 0; = @}. Then choose x according 
to Hales-Jewett’s theorem [12] so that for every partition of all words of 
length x over the alphabet A, in 6 many classes there exists a l-parameter- 
set completely contained in one class. 
Recall that a l-parameter-set F is a subset of (A,)“, i.e., of the set of all 
words of length x over A,, which can be described by a partition 
( L..., x} = Lr7, u n2, 172 # 0, of the components of these words and by a 
sequence (Fi), i E 17,) of elements of A,. Then 
F= { (L1,..., L,)( Li=FiifioZ7,andL,EA,ifiEf12}. 
Thus F can be viewed as a line in the x-dimensional cube over A,. For a 
more detailed account to parameter-sets see, e.g., [lo] or [S]. 
Now let n = k + x. n,. Next we define the mapping Q*: M’(n) + 9. For 
this purpose let L E M’(y) be given. Since 0: M’(s) + 9, we can assume that 
ie [0, s]. Furthermore we abbreviate W, by W throughout this proof. 
Then the matrix L admits a representation as 
L= Wp’(L,G L, G... 6 L,), 
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where 
L,f Mo *, 
( > t+i 
for every jE [I, x]. 
(1) Let SEA, be arbitrary and NG [1,x] be given by 
(1.1) If N=@, then define 
o*(L) = or( W(L,)) for some jE [ 1, x]. 
(1.2) If Nf 0 and for all j, j’ E N holds 8&,,,,, = Qb-lCL,.), then 
define 
o*(L) = O’( P(Lj)) for some jE N. 
(1.3) If none of the two cases (1.1) or (1.2) occur, then let 
o*(L) = 0. 
We claim that n and O* have the desired properties. Thus let A: M’(z) ---f 6 
be an arbitrary partition. 
(2) Define the partition A * of all words of length x over the alphabet 
A, by A*(L, ,..., L,)= A(E’+“ 6 L1 @I ... & L,). 
By choice of x and Hales-Jewett’s theorem there exists a l-parameter-set 
F, determined by a partition 17, w  U2 = {l,..., x}, n, # 0, and a sequence 
( Fi), i E n, , which is completely contained in one class. We associate to this 
parameter-set a matrix YE RL’( k ; “, ) as follows: Let Y,, jE [0, x], be given 
by 
Yj= (E*+k ( &;Tk) if j=O, 
= (4 I C:) if jEZ7,, 
= (O:;, 1 E”r) if Jon,. 
Then Yisdefinedby Y=Y,,@ Y,g... 6 Y,. Let us illustrate the matrix 
Y with a diagram. 
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l+k krts 
-- 
if I ECI, 
The following property of Y is obvious: 
(2.1) Let in [0, s], HEM’(~) and ICE&P(T). Then Y. (H 6 
W(K)) admits a representation as V0 6 VI 6 ... 8 V,, where 
V, = H if j=O, 
=F,-H if jEII,, 
= W(K) if jEI12. 
Recall that Q&l(s)= CD for every SEA,. Thus Orw-ICS.H)= O’&Q-,.~, for 
every jE 17, _ Therefore NG 17, (cf. (1)). Hence by definition of O*, i.e., 
(1.1) and (1.2), we have 
(2.2) Let iE [0, s], HEM’(:) and KEM’(;!). Then 
Q*( Y. (H 6 W(K)))=@(K). 
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(2.3) Let H, AE AIP(~:“~) satisfying: 
H= Er+k @ H,, where Wpl(H,)~M’ ” with@,-I,,,,=@, 
0 k 
B=,!Tfk 6 f?,, where ?V’(~,)EM’ nr with Ow-~tR,)=@. 
0 k 
Furthermore let 
Y. (Ef+k $j H, ) = V, & V, @ . . . & V,, 
Y. (Er+k @ ET,)= F. 6 P, G... @ v.r, 
be representations as in (2.1). Then we have 
A(Y,H)=A(Y.(Effk 6 H,)) 
= A(Effk 6 v, 6 ... 8 V,) 
= A *( J’, ,..., v,), where vi = Fj ifjEZ7,, 
= H, ifjEZ72, 
= A*( P, ,..., F-J, where rj = Fi ifjEI7,, 
=R, ifjEIIz, 
by choice of F 
=A(Y.R). 




A(Y.(H& W(K))I HEM’ k 
( )J 
Then by induction hypothesis there exists Z E RL’( k. :; ,) satisfying: 
(3.1) For every icz [O, s], every HEM’(~;~) and every ICE&I’(;) 
holds: 
O’(Z. (H &J W(K))) = Q(K). 
(3.2) For every H, BE M’(k;‘) for which there exists I E [O, r - 
satisfying 
(~1) W(H) r [lk, (I+ l)k- l] = W(R) r [lk, (I+ l)k- 1) 
= (0; 1 Ek) 
(b) W(H)r [O,fk-l]=W(B)r [0,/k-l] 
and for every K, RE M’(i) satisfying 
11 
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(y) @,=@K=@ 
the following equation is valid 
d**(z* (H 6 W(K))) = d**(z. (R & W(R))). 
Let Z, E@(T), Z,E&&.:;~) so that (Z, I Z,)= W(Z) and let 0, 
abbreviate OLTrk+ s as well as 4 abbreviates 02. Then consider 
G= Y.((Et+k I 0,) 6 (Z, 141 Z,)). 




(4) We claim that the matrix GE RJ~‘(~(,+~,)+~) satisfies the con- 
ditions of Lemma 3.6 for r + 1. 
(4.1) Let in [0, s], HEM ( ’ k(’ + *I) and KE M’(s). Furthermore let i 
H = H, @ W(H,), where HI E M’(r) and H, E-M’(~] ‘). Then 
we have 
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Q*(G. (H 6 W(K)) 
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= Q*(Y. ((Et+k I @,I) 63 (2, 141 Z,)). (HI 63 WH,) 63 WK)) 
= Q*( Y. (H, $3 W(Z. (H2 @ W(K))))) 
= oyz. (H* 63 W(K))) by (2.2) 
= O(K) by (3.1). 






w(H)r pk,(l+i)k-i]=w(A)r [k,(z+i)k-11 
= (Of 1 Ek) 
w(H)r [o,zk-i]=w(B)r [o,k-11 
and let H, , Ej, E M’(i), H,, R, E M’( k;‘) so that 
H = H, @ W(H,) and f7= R, @ W(A,). Furthermore 
let K, RE M’(i) satisfying 
Q,=Q~=@. 
To prove the equality d(G.(H$$ W(K)))= 
d(G- (R & W(R))) we distinguish two cases: 
First, assume that I = 0, i.e., H, = R, = E’+k. To handle 
this case we have to prove that 
(61) Qk.(H2~3(K))=Q;.(HZ~)W(R))=#. 
For this purpose let in [0, k] and L E M’(t). Then we 
have 
O’(Z.(H, 6 W(K)).L)=Q’(Z.((H,.L) @ W(K.L))) 
= O(K, L) by (3.1) 
= W(Z. (R, 6 W(R))* L). 
Since by assumption 0, = @, this proves (6,). Now we 
conclude 
d(G. (H @ W(K))) =A( Y. (EfCk g V’(Z. (H, 6 W(K))))) 
since H, = Elfk 
=d(Y.(E’+’ 63 w-z. (R, 63 W(R))))) by (2.3) 
= d(G . (R 6 W(R))). 
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(E) Now assume that l> 0, i.e., H, = R, are arbitrary. Then 
it is valid that 
w(H,) r [(I- ilk, (l- ilk- ii= w(R,) r [(I-- ilk, (l- ilk- 11 
= (Of 1 I?) 
and 
w(ff,f r ~0, (l- r)k- 1-j = w(R,)r ~0, pip- 11. 
Thus we have 
A(G.(H@ W(K)))=A(Y.(H, 6 W(Z.(H, 6 W(K))))) 
= A(Y. (H, 6 W(Z. (A, 6 W(K))))) 
by definition of A** and the 
inductive hypothesis, i.e., (3.2) 
= A( Y. (R, 6$ W(Z. (A, 6 W(R))))) since H, = fi 
= A(G. (R g W’(R))). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 1 
Next we prove that always good partitions exist, i.e., 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let t, y, 6, (k, r) and (m, r) be as in Lemma 3.3. 
Put s = m, r = (T) (but we shall abbreviate 1;) henceforth by v). Further- 
more choose 9 = y. Let 0: M’(m) + y be defined by 
O(L) = T’(L) if L c RL’(m) 
=o otherwise 
and let @: M’(k) +y be so that O,= @ for every LE RL;(‘$‘). The 
existence of @ is guaranteed by choice of 0 and by Proposition 3.4. 
Now let n and Q*: M’(n) -+ y be according to Lemma 3.6. Then choose 
r*: RL’(n) -+y by r* = O* r RL’(n). We claim that the qt-hypergraph 
(n, r*) of type y satisfies the assertion of Lemma 3.3. Thus let 
A: RHL$“iF) + 6 be a partition of the (k, f)-subhypergraphs of (n, r*) in 
6 classes. Then let A’: M’(E) + 6 be given by A’(L) = A(L) if L E RHLi(“,$), 
A’(L) = 0 otherwise. According to Lemma 3.6 there exists Go E RL’(,,:,) 
satisfying (3.6.1) and (3.6.2). 
The rest of the proof of Lemma 3.3 is devoted to the construction of an 
G E RHL;(;f,:) with the property that A r G is good. For this purpose let T 
be the set of all k-element subsets of m = {O,..., m- 11. In particular we 
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have 1 T( = r. Each of these subsets is ordered by the usual order of non- 
negative integers, which is denoted by <. 
Furthermore let $ be a total order on T defined by 
x= (x0,..., xk-,)<<Y=(yO ,..., yk-,)<iffthereexistsi~[O,k-l] 
satisfying: xi -C yi and xj = yj for every Jo [i + 1, k - I], 
i.e., < is the reflexive closure of <. Then let (Ti)iE c0.,- 11 be an 
enumeration of T, which is ascending with respect to 4, that is, Ti< T, 
whenever i < j. Obviously for every pair I’ < I in [0, Y - 11 and for every 
j f TV it is valid that j < max Tl. 
Now we associate to every T, a k x m matrix Li E MO(L) as follows: Let 
T,= {i. ,..., ik--l}-<. Then the j-th row-vector of Li is the unit-vector eG(m) 
of length m. Hence L, has the form 
e”(m) 
L;= t ) ; . e”(m) 
Define L as L=L,&... & L,- 1 and L* = (E’ ) Co,!,,) 6 (0;’ ) L). Thus 
W,(L*) = (f9f’r ) L). Furthermore let G= G,. (L* @ (0r ] I?)). We claim 
that GE RHL$$) satisfies the assertion of Lemma 3.3. First, it is shown 
that G is an (m, I-‘)-subhypergraph of (n, r*). Thus let HE RHL;(m, P). 
Then 
T*(G. H) = T*(G,. (L* & (Coy 1 Em)). H) 
=T*(Go.(L*.H& W,(H))) 
= @*(Go. (L* H 8 W,(H))) 
= B(H) by Lemma 3.6 
= Y(H). 
Next let H, BERHL;(;~) so that Z(H) = Z(B). By choice of @ we have 
Recall that H= (hj), R= (I$) are in reduced column echelon form. Thus 
there exist indices 0 Q i0 -C I.. <I,_,dm-I and 0$&c ... <&-,G 
m - 1 such that the corresponding row-vectors of H, R resp., form k x k- 
unit matrices, i.e., 
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Let 1 ,, ,..., lk- I and r, ,..., ik_ , be minimal (with respect to the lexicographic 
order) with this property. Then from I(H) = Z(B) follows that li= I; for 
every i E [0, k - 11. Consider T, E T, where T, = {lo ,..., 1, _, }. Then we have 
by construction of L* 
(cc) W,(L* . H) r [lk, (I+ 1)k - l] = W,(L* . Z?) r [lk, (I+ 1)k - l] 
= (Of ( P). 
Now for every 1’ < 1 and every j E Tr it is valid that j < max TI. Thus from 
Z(H) = Z(R) follows furthermore that 




=A’(G&L*.BG W’,(R))) collecting (~1, (B), (Y) 
= A(G . R). by Lemma 3.6 
This proves Lemma 3.3. 1 
From this lemma we can easily deduce the Graham-Leeb-Rothschild 
theorem, viz. 
THEOREM 3.7[8]. Let t E (0, l}, 6 be a positive integer and k, m be non- 
negative integers. Then there exists n such that for every A: RL’(;) -+ 6 there 
exists G E RL’( z) satisfying A( G. H) = A( G. a) for every pair 
H, &RL’(y). 
The case t = 0 yields the vector-space theorem, the case t = 1 its affine 
analogue. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. By induction on k. The case k = 0 follows from 
Lemma 3.3 choosing (0, f) and (m, f’) empty, i.e., r and r’ constantly 
zero. Assume the assertion for k - 1 3 0. 
Claim. Let I*, m* be nonnegative integers. Then there exists n such that 
for every A*: RL’(;) -+ 6 there exists G* E RL’( ,$) satisfying: 
A*(G*.H)=A*(G*.R) for all H, AE RL’ 
with 
II(H)1 = IZ(Z?)l > m* - I*. 
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We prove the claim by induction on I *. For I* = 0 the assertion becomes 
vacuous. Assume the validity of the claim for I* - 1 > 0. Let n be according 
to the inductive hypothesis of the theorem with respect to m = m* - l*. Let 
d*: RL’(;) -+ 6 be a mapping. By the inductive hypothesis of the claim we 
can assume that d*(H) = d*(R), whenever [I(H)I = II(R)1 > m* -I* + 1. 
By Lemma 3.3 we can further assume that d*(H) = d*(A), whenever 
Z(H)=Z((R). Thus let a*: RL’(“,:‘;) -+ 6 be defined by a*(H) = 
d*((H 1 Oy’-‘*) 6 ek-’ (k) 6 X), where XE &I’(‘*; ‘) is arbitrary. Accor- 
dingly to the choice of n there exists GE RL’(,“,-‘;,) satisfying 
J*(G*. H) = ,J*(l$. R) for all H, AE RL’ 
Now let G* E RL’(,“.) be given by G* = (G* ) O;Z-‘*) 6 (OzrPI* 1 I?‘). 
Then, by construction, G* satisfies the claim for l*. 
To prove the theorem let n be according to the claim with respect to 
Z*=m*-k+l and m*=(6-l)(m-k+l)+k. Let d:RL’(;)-+h be a 
mapping. Then applying the claim yields a G* E RL’(,“.) and a set 
Sc {k,..., (6- l)(m-k+ l)+ 1) of size m-k+ 1 such that 
d(G*. H) = d(G*. R) for all H, BE RL’ 
m* 
( > 
k satisfying /Z(H)/, II(R)] E S. 
Say, S= Ijo,..., jm-k}. Then put 
Jo = a ekp2(m), 
J,= "6 eke*+"(m) forallvE[l,m-k], 
j,-h-i 
J,- k+l= 6 e”‘+ ‘(m), 
m-k-I,,-k 
and, finally, J=(Ek-’ ( Ooze,,) 6 (6VE10,m-k+,l J,,). Thus JERL’(“,*) 
and has the property that for every HE RL’(;) holds: 
Il(J. H)( ES. 
Hence, GE RL’($), defined by G = G* . J satisfies the Graham-Leeb 
Rothschild theorem. 1 
Lemma 3.3 shows that there always exists a large qt-hypergraph such 
that for every partition there is a certain subhypergraph which is par- 
titioned in a good way. Thus the remaining step to prove Theorem 2.7 is to 
show that we are done with good partitions. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let t E (0, l}, y, 6 be positive integers and (k, r), (m, r’) 
be qt-hypergraphs of type y. Then there exists a qt-hypergraph (n, r*) of 
type y such that for every good partition A: RHL;(‘$) + 6 there exists 
G E RHL’( %fr’l) satisfying A( G . H) = A( G * R) for every H, fl E RHL;(T$’ ). 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let A4 be according to the Graham-Leeb 
Rothschild theorem (i.e., Theorem 3.7) with respect to t, k, m and 6. 
Furthermore let n = M + m. Then define r*: RL(n) + y by 
r*(H) = T(H,) if there exist H, E RL’(M), H, E RL’(m) 
satisfying H = H, 6 W( Hz), 
=o otherwise. 
We claim that (n, r*) is the desired qt-hypergraph of type y. 
Let A: RHL:(%I-,‘) + 6 be a good partition, i.e., A(H) = A(R), whenever 
Z(H)=Z(R). Then A*:RL’(y)+6 is defined by A*(H)=A(HB W(L)), 
where L E RL’( T) satisfying r> = r is arbitrary. By choice of M there exists 
G, E RL’(E) such that A*(G, H) = A*(G, . a) for all H, RE RL’(T). 
Thus GE RHL’(>F) given by G = G, @I (07 ( Em) has the property that 
all (k, r)-subhypergraphs of G are in the same class with respect 
tod. 1 
Lemma 3.8 completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
4. THE PARTITION PROPERTIES 0~ qt-HvPERGRAPHs 
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.5 it remains to show that every qt- 
hypergraph (k, r), which is not complete does not have the property 
(PART qt), i.e., 
LEMMA 4.1. Let tE (0, l}, y be a positive integer and (k, r) be a qt- 
hypergraph of type y, which is not complete. Then there exist a positive 
integer 6 and a qt-hypergraph (m, r’) of type y such that for every qt- 
hypergraph (n, r*) of type y there exists a partition A: HLc(‘$) s 6 so that 
no GE HL’(;f,:) is h omo eneous, g i.e. for every GE HLt($,) there exist 
H, RE HL;(‘$‘) satisfying A(G . H) # A(G . R). 
The main tool in proving Lemma 4.1 is 
LEMMA 4.2. Let t E (0, l}, y be a positive integer and (k, r) be a qt- 
hypergraph of type y. Then there exists a qt-hypergraph (m, r*) of type y 
such that for every FE L’(z) there exists GE HLt(“$) satisfying 
F.GeRL’(;). 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. For convenience assume first t = 0. Let (k, ZJ be a 
qO-hypergraph of type y. Obviously the lemma is valid if k = 0. Thus we can 
assume that k > 1. Let YE ItLO be defined by 
4k 
k 
i.e., yj=Q, if in [4j, 4j+ 31, yj= 0 otherwise. Furthermore let 
r’: L0(4k) s y be given by 
T’(H) = I-(R) ifH= Y.R, 
=o otherwise. 
Then the qO-hypergraph (4k, r’) has the property: 
(4.2.1) Let HE L”(y) so that there are at most three rows of H which 
are not equal to (0,Lo). Then T’(H. B) = 0 for every BE L’(2). Since 
YE RLy,(4$), ‘t 1 is immediately clear that it suffices to prove lemma 4.2 
regarding (4k, r’) to establish the lemma for (k, ZJ. Let CLE GF(q)* = 
Wq)\{ O}, i.e., 
a=Q + ... +Q. 
c1 times 
Then Z, E L’(“,kk”), where Z, = Z(E);, is defined by 
z(a)j=a-’ ifiE[4ka,4k(a+l)-l]andj=i&4kcr, 
=O otherwise. 
Furthermore let F’: L’(4kq) r y be defined by 
r”(H) = Z-‘(B) if H = Z, . R for some M E GF(q)*, 
=o else. 
If follows immediately from (4.2.1) that the qO-hypergraph (4kq, Y) has 
the property 
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(4.2.2) Let HE L’(“‘;“) so that are at most three rows of H which are 
not equal to (0,O). Then T”(H * B) = 0 for every BE L’(2). 
Now let (2, I”) be the empty go-hypergraph on two dimensions, i.e. 
P - 0. Then choose (m, r*) according to Theorem 2.7 such that for every 
partition A: RHLF(‘$) + 4(q - 1)’ there exists a rigid (4kq, I”‘)-sub- 
hypergraph of (m, r*) such that all its (2, P)-subhypergraphs are in the 
same class. 
Let HE Lo(;). The leading coefficient (lc) of a column vector of H is the 
first nonzero entry of this vector. 
Let VI c Lo(T) be the set of all matrices in which the lc of the column 
vector with index 1 has a larger row index than the lc of the column vector 
with index 0 (zeroth column). Furthermore let V2 c Lo(;) be the set of all 
matrices in which all other entries in a row belonging to a lc are zero. 
Obviously RL”( T;) F VI u V2 7 L’(T). Let FE Lo(;). To determine an 
appropriate G’ E HLt(y$T) let A: RHLF(y;$‘) + 4(q - l)* be defined by 
A(H) = ((40, a, 8) ifF.HEV;nV2withlc’sa,B, 
= (0, 1, a, B) if F. HE P;\V’; with k’s a, /I, 
= (LO, 4 B) if F. HE *y;\VI with lc’s a, /?, 
= (1, 1, a, P) ifF.H$VIuV2withlc’sa,/I. 
By choice of (m, r*) there exists XE RHLt($!<>.,) such that A(X. H) = 
A( X. s) for every H, B E RHLt( “:f$ ).WeclaimthatA(X.H)=A(X.R)= 
(0, 0, a, a) for some a E GF(q)*. This will be shown in several steps. 
(4.2.3) First, assume that Ar X=(l,j, a,&, where Jo (0, l}, 
a, b E GF(q)* are arbitrary. 
Then for every HE RHL,( O “‘;$“‘) the lc of the zeroth column of F. X. H 
has a row index which is smaller or equal than the row index of the first 
column of I;. X. H. From this immediately follows that the row indices of 
the lc’s of F. X are monotone descending, i.e., if Ey is the lc of the ith 
column in F. X and 1; the lc of the jth column of F. X, where i < j, then 
v < p. Let F. X= (Zj). Furthermore let Zg be the lc of the zeroth column of 
F- X and I; be the lc of the 2nd column of F. X. Then choose 0, 7 E GF(q) 
so that 1; + 04 # 0 and r; + zl; = 0. Now let KE RL0(4:4) be given by 
K= 
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Obviously F. X. KE 6 and, since exactly three rows of K are not equal to 
(0, 0), KE RHL;(4/;Pf ). This contradicts to the assumption that 
d(X. K) = (1, j, a, /I). Hence we conclude that the row indices of the k’s of 
F. X are strictly monotone ascending. 
(4.2.4) Let &, I; be the k’s of the zeroth column (resp., second 
column) of F-X. Note that p < v. First assume that I; = 0. Then let 
KE RL0(4y) be defined by K= I”: $J E2 @I LCltjkq- 3. In case I; # 0, choose 
(T E GF(g) such that 1; + sly = 0 and define KE RL”(4y) by 
K= 
In both cases F. X. KE “yz and Kc RHLy(4$C”). Hence, for every 
HE RHLf(4/;f$“) we have F. X. HE V2. From this we conclude that in 
every row of I;. X, where a lc occurs, all other entries are Co. 
(4.2.5) Finally assume that A r X= (0, 0, a, p), where CI, BE GF(q)* 
such that a # B. Then consider K, , K2 E RHLF(4$$“‘) given by 
Hence the lc of the first column of F. X. K, equals to the lc of the zeroth 
column of F. A’. K2, a contradiction. Thus a = /I. But this immediately 
implies that all lc’s of F. X are also equal to a. 
Collecting these facts we get that the row indices of the lc’s of F. X are 
strictly monotone descending, that in every row of F. X in which a lc 
occurs all other entries are 0 and that all k’s have the same value, say 
a E GF(g)*. But then G’= A’. 2, E HLy($f,:) satisfies that F. G’ is in 
reduced column echelon form, i.e., F. G’ E RL’(g). This verifies Lemma 4.2 
for t = 0. 
The proof of the lemma for t = 1 needs only a slight modification of the 
foregoing procedure. Choose Y, E RL’(tk) as J$ = 21, if i = j = 0 or if jk 1 
and in [4j- 3,4j], J$= 0 otherwise. Furthermore let r1 : L’(4k)z y be 
defined by T’(H) = Z(R), if H= Y. R, T’(H) = 0 otherwise. Of course, the 
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ql-hypergraph (2k, rI) has the property that f’, r H = 0 for every 
HE L1(y) having at most 1 + 3 rows not equal to (0,O). Choose 
Z~EL’(:~), crEGF(q)*, as z(~)j=Q if i=j=O, z(u)~=K~ if 
in [4kcc + 1,4k(a + l)] and j= i- 4ka and z(a); = 8 else, and let 
r;:L’(4kq)%y be defined by T;(H)=r;(R), if H=Zi.R for some 
CL E GF(q)*, T;(H) = 0 else. Let (2, q) be so that c = 0. Choose (m, r:) 
according to Theorem 2.7 with respect to (2, c), (4kq, r;), and 
6 = 4(q - 1)‘. Let FE L’(z). Then let d, : RHL~(~;~) + 4(q - 1)’ be given 
by: 
where i = 0 if the lc of the first column of 
F. H has a smaller row index than the lc 
of the second column, 
i= 1 else; 
j = 0 if in every row in which a lc occurs 
all other entries are 0, 
j= 1 else; 
and where (a, 8) are the lc’s of the first 
and the second column of F. H. 
By choice of (m, r*) there exists X, E RHL:(&,.) such that A, r X is con- 
stant. As before we can check that X1. Zi. Y, E H.Li(T,y) and 
F- (X, . Zi. Y, ) E RI,‘(T), for an appropriate CL. This proves Lemma 4.2. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Since (k, i-) is not complete there exist 
i E [ 1 - t, k - l] and H, E7j~ L’(7) such that T(H) # f(R). Thus there exists 
KE L’(i) satisfying K$ HL;($$). Let K-’ E L’(i) be the inverse of K, i.e., 
K-1 .K=K-‘.K=E’+k. Then also K ~ ’ satisfies K- ’ $ HL;( $$). Consider 
the qt-hypergraph (2k, rl’), where I-“: L’(2k) r y is defined by 
f”(H) = f(H) ifH=R@ KJtft, 
=T(K-‘+f) ifH= W;‘(Oi,+i) 6 f+‘,(R), 
=o otherwise. 
Of course, r” is well defined. Let J,, E HL;(‘!$“) be given by J, = 
(E’+k 6 Co;k+k). Note that in fact Joe HRL~($“). Furthermore let 
J, E HL;( ‘$F) be defined by JI = w,l(o;+,) (% W,(K). Then 
J, 4 HRL;( ‘k$“). Choose the qt-hypergraph (m, I”) according to 
Lemma 4.2 with respect to (2k, I”‘). We claim that for every qt-hypergraph 
(n, r*) there exists a partition A: HL;(>y) r2 of the (k, r)-sub- 
hypergraphs of (n, r*) in 2 classes such that no (m, r’)-subhypergraph of 
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(n, I’*) is homogeneous. Thus let (n, r*) be an arbitrary qt-hypergraph of 
type y. Then define A: HLl(“,$)%2 by 
A(H)=0 if there exists RE HL;( 2:) satisfying H. RE HRL;(zf,‘), 
= 1 otherwise. 
Assume that there exists FE HL$$) such that all (k, f)-subhypergraphs 
of P are in the same class. Then there exist FE RL’(;) and FE L’(K) with 
the property that p=F* F. Of course, F, F are uniquely determined. 
According to Lemma 4.2 there exists G E HL;( ,“,;F’) satisfying 
F. GE RL’(2”,). Thus we have 
P. G . JO = F. F. G ’ JO E HRL;(a f,‘). 
Hence A(f. G. JO) = 0. Furthermore we have fi. G. J, $ HRL$‘$). 
Assume that there exist JE L’(i) such that P. G. J, . JE HRL;(‘$). Then 
obviously J, . JE RL’( “,“). Thus we conclude that J= K-l, contradicting the 
assumption JE L’(t). Hence A(p. G. J,) = 1. a 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Hypergraphs and q-hypergraphs share the property that complete 
objects have the partition property (i.e., the property (PART) 
(resp. PART,)), and, not allowing points as edges in hypergraphs, only 
these have the partition property. Loosely speaking the reason for this is 
that the automorphisms of vector spaces (resp. sets) (considered as per- 
mutation groups) act transitive on the spaces (resp. sets) of any given 
dimension (resp. size). 
Considering hypergraphs defined on parameter-sets (combinatorial 
cubes), for example, not only these in a very strong sense complete 
hypergraphs have the partition property. We make this more precise. 
For a general definition of partition property, see, e.g., [13]. Let C be a 
category. We can assume that all morphisms in C are mono. For an object 
B in @ let C(B) denote the set of all morphisms with codomain B. Further- 
more let Z? C(B) 5 2 be a mapping which acts constantly on equivalent 
morphisms, i.e., f(g) = r( g’) whenever dom g = dom g’ and there exists 
an automorphism h of dom g’ such that g = g’ . h. Then the C-hypergraph 
(B, T) is A-complete iff for every g E C(B) and every automorphism f of B 
holds: r(f. g) = ZJ g). 
Of course, if C is the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over 
GF(q) or of finite sets, A-complete q-hypergraphs (resp. hypergraphs) are 
exactly the complete ones. But in case of parameter-sets this is not true. 
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However, it turns out that the notion of A-complete hypergraphs covers in 
both cases exactly the hypergraphs which have the partition property: Let 
S be a finite set. Then an S-hypergraph is a pair (n, r), where n is a non- 
negative integer and r is a 2-partition of all parameter-sets in S”, indicating 
the edges of (n, ZJ. Subhypergraphs are defined as for q-hypergraphs. Then 
the following is valid: 
Let K, be an S-hypergraph and (PART,) be the property: 
(PART,) for every S-hypergraphs H, there exists an S-hypergraph 
G, such that for every partition A: HYP,(z) + 2 of the Kshypergraphs of 
G, in two classes there exists an Hssubhypergraph A, of G, such that 
A r I?, is constant. 
Then K, has the property (PART,) iff K, is A-complete. 
This result was established in [ 181 (not allowing O-parameter sets as 
edges). Finally we mention that, extending the methods used in this paper, 
a partition theorem for hypergraphs defined on finite Abelian groups can 
be obtained [17]. Space limitations prevent us from going into more 
details within this paper. 
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